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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ,

ATTN: . Document Control' Desk {
> iWashington, D.C. <20555^-

J
' LSubject: .Waterford 3 SES

Docket No. 50-382:

License No. NPF-38 j
'

|NRC Inspection Report 89-28 |
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4

' Gentlemen:g- ,

- LIn accordance with 10 CFR=Part 2.201, Louisiana Power & Light'hereby
,

submits:in~AttachmentL1 the responses.to Violations A and B (EA-211).
.

I .'If you'have any questions.concerning these responses, please contact- .t

0.P. Pipkins'at,(504)1464-3236.>

n-

..Very truly;yours,
,

i
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. '

'RFB/0PP/ssf.
' ' Attachment

,

.cc: -Messrs._ R.D. Martin, NRC Region IV - l

F.J. Hebdon, NRC-NRR l

=D.L. Wigginton, NRC-NRR j
,

y E.L. Blake ,

W.,M. Stevenson >
'

ii NRC Resident Inspectors Office
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ATTACIDfENT I,

LP&L RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION

(NRC Inspection Report 89-28)

1 VIOLATION NOS.'A (382/8928-02) & B (382/8928-01)
,,

-10CFR73.21(d)(2) states, in part, that "While unattended,-Safeguards-
Information shallLbe stored in a locked security container."

A.= " Contrary to the above, a safe containing, Safeguards Information was
4 . discovered to be unlocked and unattended at approximately 8:10 a.m. on

September 12, 1989, in a facility outside of the plant's Protected
Area. The safe had been unlocked and unattended for about 16 hours."
(8928-02)

B. . " Contrary to the above, the NRC determined through interviews with
licensee. employees.that'a safe containing Safeguards Inforration-in a
facility outside the plant's Protected Area was unlocked and

: unattended for~about 40 minutes on September 11, 1989 " (8928-01)~

-This is a Severity Level III violatton (Supplement III).

RESPONSE.

'1). Reas'on For The Violation

'Vialations A & B

The. root cause of both parts of the violation was personnel error in
that the employee failed ~to follow Procedure NOP-007, " Handling of
Safeguards Information," by not ensuring that the safe was under the
positive control of an authorized person at all times (Steps 5.10.1
and 5.10.3) white it remained open. The situation was fostered by a
weakness-in N0P-007 in that although the procedure was specific on the
requirement, it did not contain specific procedural steps to ensure
the safe was' properly relocked.

As discussed in Security Incident Report SIR-89-S05-00 and the
enforcement conference on November 7, 1989, on September 11, 1989 a
clerk in the Document Control Center (located within the Controlled
Access Area) requested access to a safe containing safeguards
information to obtain plant drawings. The safe was opened by an
authorized individual, the drawings were removed, and the safe was
subsequently closed but not locked and was unattended in violation of
N0P-007. At approximately 1610 hours on September 11, 1989 the clerk
returned the drawings to the safe and " locked it by spinning the
combination dial."
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Upon returning to work on September 12, 1989, the original clerk, for-
D whom the safe had been opened the previous day, requested access to
L the-safe in question to complete the work started on "

i September l'1, 1989. When opening the safe the clerk discovered that
! the safe could be' opened without turning the combination dial. Since

no one opened =the' safe that morning, the. event was reported to her
F supervisor and Security.

An_ investigation by a licensed locksmith indicated that the;-
b combination dial may not have been rotated sufficiently when the clerk
k attempted to lock the safe on September- 11, 1989. Failure to make at

least one full rotation of'the combination dial could prevent the
tumblers from completely resetting, thus allowing'the safe to be'

opened without entering the combination.

Following.the discovery of the unlocked safe, an investigation was ;

iconducted by-site security personnel and an independent investigator
from another utility company. Based on these investigations, LP&L is
confident that-no safeguards information was; compromised.'

(2) Corrective Steps Which Have Been Taken And The Results Achieved

Violation A

.The event was promptly reported to Site Security by personnel who i
!discovered the unlocked safe. The event was properly classified and

reported to the NRC.
J

1An immediate preliminary investigation was conducted tj Site Security
and a timely independent investigation by an outside investigator from
another utility' company was initiated. Three separate inventories,
including a page-by-page inventory, were conducted to ensure that the
safe contents were not compromised. In addition, an independent |

inspection of-the safe's locking. mechanism vsci conducted by a licensed |
locksmith. {

,. Violations'A & B
i

| Responsible personnel received counseling from their supervisor.

Personnel in Document Control (area where events occurred) were
retrained on the proper way of controlling safes containing safeguards
information. Document Control also changed the combinations of their
safeguards information safes. ]

The governing procedure, NOP-007, was revised. Although the previous i

revision met regulatory requirements, new enhancements above
regulatory requirements were included to provide more guidance to
personnel and additional controls over safeguards information. In
addition, the procedure was revised to provide guidance on operating
the combination dial when locking a safe.

]
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' Additional-training for controllers of safes containing safeguards
information was conducted. .The purpose of this training was to
discuss " Lessons Learned".from this: event and outline procedure
enhancements.

'

LLP&L also conducted a management review of existing locations that
.

. store and control safeguards information. The objective was to reduce
the number of-locations. or'the amount'of safeguards information
contained in the safe, if appropriate. As a result of the effort,'two
safeguards information control locations were eliminated (Operations
and Nuclear Services) and Corporate Security reduced the amount of-

safeguards'information maintained by that organization.-

_(3) Corrective Steps Which Will Be Taken To Avoid Further Violations

The actions discussed above should prevent recurring violations.

.(4) Date When Full Compliance Will Be Achieved

LP&L is currently in full compliance,

f


